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VRSTORM INC. HISTORY

 

VRstorm Inc., founded in 2009, is Canada’s first infrastructure as a service (IaaS) provider.
 
With significant core competencies in all three cloud service models (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS), VRstorm is one of the 
only companies in Canada capable of developing and operating a full lifecycle enterprise public or private cloud 
platform.
 
Nominated for the Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Award, our vision of efficient, green IT is fuelled by the desire to 
build consistently innovative technological solutions that deliver unique and measurable business value.

Corporate Overview
 
With multi-homed data center and broadband facilities throughout Canada and the US, VRstorm builds and 
operates distributed private and community cloud infrastructure to accelerate critical systems deployment, IT 
optimization and improved Total Cost of Technology.

VRstorm’s high performance, resilient, scalable, and secure Managed Cloud Platform rapidly delivers
compute, storage, and network resources to enterprise and government organizations. Our in-house developed
SpectrumVisor™ cloud management platform fully integrates with emerging cloud standards and is protected by 
Canadian privacy legislation.
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VRSTORM’S PUBLIC ENTERPRISE & PRIVATE CLOUD
High Quality Compute and Data Accessed in a Shorter Time at a Reduced Cost.

Enterprise Public Cloud Services
High performance virtual infrastructure billed by the hour,
week or month.

Private Cloud Services
Hosted and premises based private & hybrid cloud development.

         VRstorm Promise

- Industry-leading service
- Secure & Reliable - Comprehensive 99.99% SLA
- Flexible & Scalable - Grow easily when you need to
- Fast, Reliable - State-of-the-art data center, broadband
  and server infrastructure.
- Green IT Realization through improved server and network
  utilization.
- Agile, flexible and easy to do business with.  Completely
  customizable cloud solutions.

         Business Benefits

- Eliminate capital expenditures while controlling operating costs.
- Lower your IT operating costs - pay only for what you use.
- Access state-of-the-art infrastructure without have to
  upgrade your hardware & software.
- Provision new servers in minutes instead of weeks.
- Nationally distributed data center facilities with automatic
  failover and back-up to eliminate the risk of downtime or
  data loss.
- Customized, state of art encryption services to ensure data
  integrity and security.
- Comprehensive suite of PaaS and SaaS MS and Custom
  Applications to accelerate cloud ROI.
  

         Ease of Use

- Applications are installed on our servers.
- Users log on through a web-based portal.
- Your information is securely stored and accessible 24/7.
- End-users may not realize they are even using the cloud.
- User organization is billed only for time used.

VRstorm provides comprehensive Cloud Services ensuring
flexible solutions to fully leverage your resources.

ACCELERATE CLOUD ROI
Complete Cloud Control.  With significant core
competencies in all three cloud service models (IaaS, 
PaaS, SaaS), VrStorm is one of the only companies 
in Canada capable of developing and operating a full 
lifecycle enterprise public or private cloud platform.

IT Infrastructure On Demand.  VRstorm’s high
performance, resilient, scalable, and secure
Managed Cloud Platform rapidly delivers compute, 
storage, and network resources in record time 
and at a lower cost than software based hosted
virtualization solutions.  Provision servers and
virtual machines in seconds and pay for only what you 
use, when you use it -  by the minute, hour or month.

Made In Canada.  Our in-house developed
SpectrumVisor™ cloud management platform fully 
integrates with emerging cloud standards and is 
protected by Canadian privacy legislation.  Our
facilities are multi-homed in ‘Class A’
data center facilities geographically distributed across 
Canada.

Clear and Measurable Business Value.  VRstorm 
builds and operates distributed private and 
community cloud infrastructure to accelerate
critical systems deployment, IT optimization and 
improved Total Cost of Technology.  Eliminate
capital expenditures while aligning IT resource
allocation to IT cost allocation.  Improve server
utilization by up to 80% while significantly
accelerating infrastructure and service delivery.
 

Join The Green IT Movement.  Nominated for the
Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Award, our vision of
efficient, green IT is fuelled by the desire to build 
consistently innovative technological solutions that 
reduce carbon footprint while significantly improving 
infrastructure utilization.
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SPECTRUM VISOR
Take Control Of Your Cloud Environment.

VRstorm’s  Spectrum Visor Communicates With Other 
Vendor’s Virtualization Technologies & API’s.
Eliminates vendor lock-in and provides maximum flexibility.

         Automated Provisioning Enables Dramatic Improvement

- Automates the “decision-process” of assessing server capacity and then allocating new Virtual Machines      
  [VMs], in real time.
- Available infrastructure is identified and VMs allocated in seconds.
- Based on policies, enables multiple “authority” levels or “rights” to be granted to IT manages across     
  departments to self provision Virtual machines. 
- Balances loads to prevent server over and under utilization.
- Ensure minimum performance standards and often exceeds desired performance demands.

         Automated Scheduling Enables Dramatic Improvement

- True optimization is achieved through multi-tenant environments [many people using same computer].
- Turning VMs off and on is a necessity for multi-tenant environments.
- Customize around usage platforms.
- Scheduling to have unused VMs to be turned off allows you to power down physical infrastructure during
  off peak hours.
- Green IT
- Unused VMs do not monopolize computer power.

         Accounting

- Allows departments to be charged only for what they use.
- IT resource allocation aligns to IT cost allocation.
- Usage reports result in quality, up-to-date data.

Taking virtualized environment to new levels of optimization.
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ADVANCED CLOUD SECURITY & ENCRYPTION

Smarter Cloud Encryption Means Safer Data.  
Remove The Most Significant Barrier To Cloud Adoption 
- The Data Breach Concerns.

         Advanced Security For Today’s Enterprise Hybrids Of Data Center + Cloud Infrastructures

Sensitive data needs to be kept safe from ever-expanding security threats, and protection solutions must evolve 
as well. The Jana Enterprise Encryption Solution provides next generation security against diffcult-to-defend
attacks. This rack appliance solution delivers the highest level server and database encryption for all enterprise 
operational environments

Discover why the Jana Enterprise Encryption Solution is the most comprehensive, innovative, and cost-effective 
data center + cloud encryption available Smarter and more innovative protection is a fundamental requirement for 
securing information in today’s virtualized IT architectures. Our Encryption Solution provides the most advanced 
protection for databases and servers operating in Enterprise Data Centers, Private Clouds, and Public Clouds. 
With Jana removing data breach concerns, your Enterprise can finally realize virtualization’s full benefits.

Instead of being architecture or vendor specific, our Encryption Solution, through Jana’s open API, adapts 
across a range of IT architecture, file types, database vendors, and all programming environments. Due to Jana’s
patent-pending key management and key rotation, the solution strongly protects against normally difficult-to-
defend insider threats. The design avoids the despised throughput degradation SysAdmins and DBAs have 
too often experienced with traditional database encryption products. Because Jana does not run on database
software, Jana is invulnerable to the rising wave of memory dump attacks on databases — attacks where hackers 
shake the encryption keys out of memory.

Smarter Cloud Encryption Means Safer Data.
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CLOUD APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT & MIGRATION

When it comes to delivering on the cloud’s promise of reduced costs and increased agility, are you held back by 
the hurdle of migrating your on-premise applications?
 
On one hand, on-premise applications are typically not architected to meet the needs of the “service
oriented” cloud environment. To implement the shift, applications may need code and architectural rewrites, manual
configuration, and complex engineering before they are able to run in the cloud. Plus a whole slew of
specifications for OS versions, storage, networks, integration with other applications and databases -- all those 
configuration steps that normally happen behind the scenes -- have to be mapped to the cloud environment.
 
On the other, the benefits of cloud computing are clearly significant and impactful to the bottom line.
 
How do you make the leap and realize the cloud advantage?
 
A partner with extensive cloud expertise, someone who has “been there, done that,” can help.
 

         Build A Bridge To The Cloud

As a joint venture partner of Marlabs Inc, VRstorm has over 100 developers with hands-on experience in Amazon 
Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Services and other cloud services, the VRstorm Cloud Computing Practice can 
help you transition your applications to the cloud, efficiently, quickly, and securely.
 
Leveraging a structured migration methodology, we enable a close-to-seamless transfer of applications and data:
 
- Discovery: Review of IT assets in order to identify elements that are suitable for migration to the cloud.

- Alignment: Architectural, design, and code-level adjustments to cloud-enable your on-premise applications.
 
- Planning: Scheduling migration, establishing monitoring tools, and selecting optimal cloud resources for your    
   business.
 
- Execution: Actual migration into on-demand platforms which could be as simple as moving virtual machines into   
   infrastructure clouds, or as advanced as migrating legacy data into large, distributed cloud storage.
 
- Monitoring: Configuration of monitoring tools and establishment of baselines for performance and availability, 
   tracking usage of cloud-based resources, and providing detailed activity reports to verify billing.

Build a bridge to the cloud.


